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1. IntroductiOJl

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold in which a system of paths IS

given by

tPaI' . " dzi dzk _ dal'(Ji2+FJII (z)dt --;jt-),d"t.

A change of Fj,J"(=Fi}) which does not change the system of paths is given by

!'jllt=Fi+fJ}Pi+/h"pj>
where Pi is an arbitrary covector :field. and is called a projective change of F.

Let /fit be a Kahlerian manifold with Hermitian metric tensor gjl and complex structure
tensor Ff. A change of Hermitian metric is given by

gji=e2'gji. Fi"=F/", F ji=e2/'Fji.
where p is a scalar function. This induces a change of connection given by

!'j,J'=Fj/'+oJ"fJ;+o/"Pj-gjijl'+F/"qi+ Fl"qJ-Fjitf
where

jJ;=iJ;p, f!"-p,g'''. qi= - p,Fl, q"=qtg''' and fli'- !'ij"=2F;f/'.
We call such an affine connection a complex conformal connection. This de:6.nition is
primarily given by Yano in [lJ.

2. Extension of pl'Ojeetive ehange of eonneetions
We consider an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M. in which two different

connections Fj/', fli' are given.
Let v" be a parallel vector field with respect to F ji ll along the path aI'(t) is given by

(2.1) d2a1' ..l-.r." dz j
_ dzll =in. ( ) dal'

dt2 ' 1k dt dt Y' Z dt'

then v" satisfies following equations

(2.2) dr!' +FJk" dzi v"=9'2(t)v".
dt dt

If there exists a mixed tensor Hi' which is related by the equation

(2. 3) tI'=H/" dxi
dt

along the path aI'(t). then we shall call such a change of connection a pseudo projec.
tive change related to H.

THEOREM 1. A pseudo projective change related to H of an affine connet:ti.t»4 in general,
is given by

---------_..~._-----
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(2.4) i (l'jl"+l',,}) = ~ (Fi'+F,,/') +uP,,'''+w}+!EII'(P'j HA'+f7iJ//),

where Uj is an arbitrary cuvector, EII'H,l=6l' and f7j is covariant derivative with
respect to Fj"k.

.dxh )=0
dt '

d:cl +H.k d 2x j
.

de J dt2

e;;1 from (2. 5) and (2.6), we can

(2.6)

(2. 7)

(2. 5)

Proof. From (2. 1) and (2. 2), we can express

d:rf (d2:J!< +l'. k dx j dx") _ d:J!< ( d 2x i -l.-l'. i dx j

dt dt2 lA dt dt dt dt2 ' lA dt

vi (..!£rt.._+ F i dxi ovA) - v4( dv' +F i-.i!.:x!... vi) =0
dt I dt dt I dt •

Differentiating (2. 3), we have

dr/< =okH.h dx
j

dt I dt

Substituting (2. 7) in (2. 6) , and eliminating

have

{He'Htl'j,.t - H,iHtkfj,,'+H,'H,lFjl"-HtH.hFj/

+HI (o.H-h) - H,A (iJUl.i)} dx
j

0 dx· _ _d~_=O.
J I dt dt dt

By assumption, the last equation is valid for any tangent vector tiJ: along the path.

Hence, interchanging indices j, k, I, we have

HhoT.I) - Hi(jTtl') =0,

where

T j"h=H/'-(l'jl+l'kj')-H,h(Fj1:'+F,,/) - (p'"Hl.J..f7p"h).

By virtue of the last equation, we can take, in general

Tj'=2(ujH"k+ uiJ/l)·
Thus the proof is completed.

In the change of (2. 4) , if Hl' is covariantly constant with respect to Fj"h, then
the change of (2. 4) is a projective change of connections in an ordinary way. We can
obtain various such changes corresponding to tensors HI'.

3. Pseudo projective change related to struetare tensor F in an almost eomplex
manifold

Let C" be an n-dimensional almost complex manifold with a Riemauuian metric
gij, and with an almost complex structure Fi' satisfying the following conditions:

(3.1) FlFI'=-Ojk, F/Flgu=gj", Fj1l=F/g/k=-FAj•

From Theorem 1, next theorem is obvious.

THEOREM 2. In an almost complex manifold with an F-connection, the pseudo projec
tive change related to this structure tensor Fi' is a projective change of connection in
an ordinary way.

If C" is a symmetric conformaIIy fiat space, then we can take a structure tensor F;k
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which is a pseudo F-conformal Killing tensor defined by

rjFhh=qhgjh-qhoi+PkFl·-phFj.,

where Pi=OiP, qk=pzF/ and p is an arbitrary scalar function [2J. Such a connection
r, we shall call a conformally flat symmetric F-connection. In an almost complex
manifold with a conformally flat symetric F-connection, if we put H/I=F/" since Hi
--= - F/l, then we have a pseudo projective change related to F. This change is given
by

(:1.3) -} (fjI
L - Fdl

) =rjkh-t- (urt- -}Pj)0." -T (Uk-~- t Pk)O/- P"gjk

+tqjFk"+tqkFl.

Since Uj is an arbitrary covector, we can take Uj=,tPj and if we put

f j/-- f k/=- Fjhqh,
then we have

(3.5)

(3.4)

(3.6)

f h-r h.J..p"'h'pO~h ph ,1Fh .J..1Fh IF hjh - jk ' Pk -, k j - gjkTZ k qj - Z j qk-Z jkQ.

The change of (3. 4) is analogous to a complex conformal connection.

By a straightforward computation, we can find the curvature tensor of Fjkh,

R.jikh=Rijkh_Oih(pjk- tqjqk) +O/(Pih-tq;Qk)

- gjk(pjh- tq;qh) +gjk(P/-tqJ-i')

+ ~ Fikqi- ~ Fjkqih+ ~ Fjhqjk - ~ Fihqjk

+tFl(Qij-qji) + ~ (Pdf)Fkh(Fji-Fij),

where
1Pij=[7iPj- PiPj+ z p.p'gij

qij=[7iqj- tPiPj- ~ qjqj+ tPtP'Fij•

Since the manifold is conformally flat, we have

R- h l"'h l"h + 1 h 1 Joijk =4u, qJ-qk-4Uj q,qh 4gjkqjq -4gjkqj'l

---!-tFihq/--}Fjhq,h+ ~ F/q'k- ~ F/lqji

+tFkh(qirqj,) + ~ (P.pt)Fkh(Fji-Fij).

that is,
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